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Changes in Income Assistance

Discussions between three Jane Arnold of the Canadian committee and we will be reassessed are encouraged to Canadian Federation of 
student organizations and the Federation of Students cited pushing for a policy revision do so. Those who have been Students, the New Brunswick
department of income that the ministers’promise of a within that committee. For the adversely affected by the new Students alliance, or the N.B.
assistance have resulted in committee as instrumental in short-term we will be dealing policy, and have exhausted all Youth Council 
changes to a controversial bringing about a more with the situation on a case by appeals within the department 453-3271 (collect),
policy involving students coherent policy for next year, case basis.” are advised to contact their
receiving income assistance. “the minister has promised us a Students who have not been local representative of the
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The Canadian Federation of 
Students, the New Brunswick 
Students’ Alliance, and the 
N.B. Youth Council were con
tacted in September when the

vented a type^paper'that will "we ™nde“d ‘^ot^pler's w.ve^ph, ejkcopie^ is Satyre

* ° . .1 uv „ rflY machine stopping the competitors from Nocopi paper not only on white paper, then
resulted reductions for in- Called Nocopi Security making dozens of photocopies prevents photocopying; its photocopy it onto Nocopi
resulted in reductions v nroduct of of our statements,” says Gard- distinctive colour serves as a paper, then destroy the
come assistance recipients and °er° signal to corporate security original,” says Gardner,
left many students in a si ua- . two years says The two men checked with guards whose job it is to check Gardner cannot reveal the
to0ng=-Waftod toypu”ue «heb Norman Gardner, president of several of the major photoco- the briefeas^of employe® nam®: of any of _hb elien«.
çt-.-Hips Nocopi Inc. of Toronto. .. „ „ ,,

D^irim? an initial meeting Gardner and his partner, find there was no available time,
wiïh department officials, the Micheal Votiky, put Nocopi way to prevent photocopying, 

student groups pushed for a paper on the market in w
revision of acceptable educa- January 1986 and have sold their own 
tional costs. Department about 50 million sheets since 
counsellors can use the list ^1®”'
when determining client need. _ " ’wouldbe~used for to spray ' net "to nail polish machines and 150 different fax
In addition, students adversely P , Top Secret remover,” says Gardner. machines on the market,”
affected during ft. tat sed® ^Zials in h,”h go—U They ’evenly go, ,heir Gardner says.
^Tr,dtg 'o .h=Tw agencies. Now we have seen best results by «rearing P«P=r

^To’dSe, the reassessments mâL much"™^ u”of it," to the papir In its wood-pulp shad® of purpk, _eaeh of

for returning students have says^Gardner^ a]one< go a purplish colour,
generally been equal to or beG bj|,lon , on purity.
ter than last year. Irma vjuch of this money is aimed at “Photocopiers work at ... . .. ,.
Ferlatte of the New Brunswick . . mmnetitors from tain light wavelength similar Wordsafe Scrambler, cannot marker pen for blocking out m-
Students’ Alliance added, P , nroprietary informa- to the frequencies of your radio be duplicated by any dividual words and sentences 
“While the revision of accep- ^ Ppr0(juct design dial. What Nocopi paper does photocopy machine. on ordinary paper.

ssXS&SF" anj Nobel Laureate Speaks
blem, we remain un* Gardner and Votiky in- discovery can, come about
tdly °PP°se 0 resource ” vented Nocopi while trying to By BRIAN MISIASZEK largely by finding new mind-
of loans »<«/„ sell their Montreal advertising sets to see the world. The scien-
Ferlatte went on to say, We firm -n 1980. tist differs from both the
wUl^worlong to ensure that The two partners knew they Canadian Nobel Laureate camera and the artist in that he
“ « aïaSt would have to reveal their c*. John Charles Polanyi, with has a sense of “... rather like government guidelines,
student shall sutler as a resui audited statements to potential an infectious enthusiasm trapping a criminal in cross- “Science is more akin to grop-
of this policy change. presented two well-attended examination. (Discovery) is not ing, not grossing.”

Speaker From Mozambique lectures at U.N.B. last week like a light bulb going on, it is Dr. Polanyi added that
Presentation by W.U.S.C. under the auspices of the Bryan more like a tilting of the scales Canada “needs indigenous

Priestman Lecture Series. of reason and justice.” The science to be an independent
Bv SEAN RILEY 38,000 children of an educa- To an appreciative audience moral according to Dr. Polanyi nation.”

Elizabeth Sequeira, Direc- tion. Qf u.N.B. faculty, students is that the pursuit has to have Dr. Polanyi’s second lecture,
tor of External Relations in the During her tour, Sequeira ^ members of the public, a some internal logic to it; the entitled “New Directions in
Ministry of Education of will speak about the effects of thful looldng Dr. Polanyi scientist can grope into the Reaction Dynamics,” was a
Mozambique, is visiting South African backed pre$ented “Groping Towards unknown but he must be presentation on the topics of
Canada to speak about the destablization on the educa- £)jscovery” Thursday evening, prepared to have the proper Surface
crisis faced by her country, tion sector, and on the daily He e hi$ thoughts on the mind-set to understand it. Photochemistry (SAP) and
Mozambique is one of the lives of the Mozambican peo- * g of discovery au£Fthe In his lecture Dr. Polanyi Transition State Spectroscopy, 
poorest countries in the world pie. morals that can be draSvn as to also criticized the means by Both topics are new fields of
and faces famine and a cam- °n Friday, October 21 Se- ^ conditions pecessary for which the Federal Govern- Physical Chemistry and it is for
paign of destabilization laun- queira will be giving apublic ,. . ment elects directions in basic his work in reaction dyamics
ched by the government of lecture in Fredericton. T he lec_ Mak^ effective use of research in Canada. “Failure is that he was awarded the 1986
South Africa. In the northern ture wili be heid on the> UNB Jm in his slide endemic to science, or any Nobel Prize in Chemistry,
province of Nampula over 400 Campus in Marshall D avrey . .. D Polanyi other field of human together with two other resear-
primary schools have been HaU a, 2:30 pm. Everyone ri ' the pnZ oî favour . Failure la «he rule, chtrs.
destroyed, depriving over welcome. 8 F

Canadians Invent New Paper

pying manufactureres, only to leaving the office at closing However, the San Francisco
..... Examiner recently revealed

_____ ___________a The biggest challenge was that the Apple computer com-
So, they set about designing producing a paper that would pany had bought truckloads of 

security system protect documents from every Nocopi paper following a leak 
through a process of trial and type of photocopier. “There of a 160 page document detail- 
error. “We tried treating paper are now about 300 different ing a possible version of its up-

thoueht that with everything from lipstick types of photocopying coming laptop computer.
6 *• ’ ’• ----- ■ r— “The employee turnover in

Silicon Valley is about 24 per
cent a year. People are leaving

_________  ^ = __ The solution was to produce every day and taking wads of
with a red glue, which is added Nocopi paper in four different information with them,”

Nocopi paper sells for about
stage. The dye gives the paper which cannot be duplicated by five cents a page, twice as

__^_________ j a different class of photocopy much as ordinary white paper.
How does the dye work? machines. A fifth, darkest, In January, the company will

shade of Nocopi paper, called begin marketing a Nocopi
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discovery the exception.” He is 
particularly against goal 
directed or “oriented science” 
dryly noting that scientific 
discoveries do not follow
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